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Figure 6: During the design phase, posters
illustrating the workshop sessions were placed 
in the classrooms trace connections (A
M W )

Figures 7: During the last design workshops
the classes worked with identifying recurring 
typologies. (L W )

Figure 8: The produced artefacts from the
design workshops were collected for an
exhibition in the school. The students
explained their ideas to researchers, the 
municipality, teachers and other 
collaborators (L W ).

Figure 9: Sketching in the research team to
group and combine ideas from workshops
(L W )



Figure 10 & 11: The first interventions on
site—each class placed signs to communicate
the coming action to the neighbourhood and
possible positions of the installations were
marked and evaluated (A M
W )



Figure 12: Drawing of the stencil patterns for
the hammocks took place on site. (

)

Figure 13: The recycled flooring for the
pavilion being prepared (

)

Figure 14: Painting the wood for the tower 
(A M W )



Figures 15-17: The three main installations –
the pavilion, the tower and the large
hammocks(Anne Margrethe Wagner)
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Figure 18-20: A study trip with each class to
the urban space ‘Superkilen’ in Copenhagen
shifted the setting, bringing the dialogue into
another public space which was tested and
discussed .



igures 21-23 Details such as the piano and the mirror ball where important collective and
symbolic figures throughout the process (Astrid M. B. Rasmussen, Anne Margrethe Wagner)



Figure 25: Part of the project team from the
local integrated urban renewal office and the
head of the school. In spring 2018 the renewal 
office set up an info box on the site to inform
about the future plans of a school park (Anne
Margrethe Wagner)
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